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Meet Betty

Meet Bob

I am a Physicist with the ATLAS 
Experiment. My job is to look 
for answers to important 
questions. For example: What 
are we made of? What happened 
at the beginning of the 
Universe? 

I am an Engineer with the 
ATLAS Experiment. My job is 
to build particle detectors.

ATLAS is like a giant 
microscope that looks 
for particles, the tiniest 
components of matter. Look 
around - matter makes up 
everything, even you!
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HIKARU is an ATLAS engineer. 
Seems like he forgot to take       
       off his helmet for lunch!

SYLVIA is studying 
physics at university.
Her backpack is 
full of books. 
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Over 5000 people are part of the ATLAS 
collaboration! They come from countries all over 
the world and do many different jobs.

Here are a few of my co-workers having lunch at 
the CERN cafeteria. Help me find a place to sit!
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LE DÉTECTEUR ATLAS

the ATLAS Detector

Hey! Down here! Welcome to the ATLAS Experiment - also known as my office. 
It is located in an underground cavern in Switzerland. 
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LE DÉTECTEUR ATLAS

the ATLAS Detector

The ATLAS detector is longer than 3 school buses (46 metres), taller than 5 
giraffes (25 metres) and almost as heavy as the Eiffel Tower (7,000 tonnes). 
It took us over 10 years to construct the ATLAS detector.  
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RECIPE OF THE UNIVERSE

The ATLAS detector is like a giant 
microscope that lets us explore 
the world of particles.

Particles are the basic ingredients 
of our Universe. They mix together 
to create everything around us - 
even you and me!

Physicists have a recipe book for the Universe 
called the STANDARD MODEL. Whenever a new 
particle is discovered, it is added to the recipe 
book.

The Standard Model describes all of the particles 
we have found so far. It shows that there are two 
types:

- Force particles
- Matter particles called QUARKS and LEPTONS

For decades, our recipe book was incomplete! 

We still had to find the HIGGS BOSON...
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HIGGS HIGGS

 Designed by carolinadeluca.com

THE HIGGS BOSON

Physicists, like me, are always 
looking for NEW particles. I helped 
to discover the HIGGS BOSON in 
2012!

This discovery was very exciting. 
For almost 60 years, scientists all 
over the world were searching for 
the Higgs Boson.

The Higgs Boson gives mass to 
all other particles. It is like a 
superhero - without it, the world 
would not exist!

The Higgs Boson completed the 
first page of our recipe book. What 
could be on the next pages? 

1. PHYSICS. A FUNDAMENTAL PARTICLE THAT HELPS 
GIVE OTHER PARTICLES MASS.
2. THE ULTIMATE VIP (VERY IMPORTANT PARTICLE).

Higgs Boson 

[HIGz boh-son] [Noun] 
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Matter particles (quarks)

 Force particles
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The ATLAS detector is like an onion - it 
has many different layers! 

Each layer has a different job. For 
example, the Solenoid Magnet helps 
detect particles with an ELECTRIC 
charge by making them curve!

Particle detectives

Finding new particles is a lot like detective 
work! Instead of seeing the particles 
directly, we look at the tracks they leave 
behind in the detector. Using these clues, 
we can identify the particles! 

We also try to learn more about the 
characteristics of the different particles. 

I am studying the HIGGS BOSON. There 
is still a lot we don’t know about it! For 
example, how does it behave with other 
particles?

The ATLAS detector is like an onion - it 
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Future ATLAS scientist

The next important discovery could be made 
by the person in this portrait... Draw yourself 
as an ATLAS scientist!



Future ATLAS scientist

Thanks for colouring!

Learn more about the ATLAS Experiment by visiting our website:

http://atlas.cern

More educational material is available at:

http://atlas.cern/resources

Or explore CERN with Betty and Bob! Visit CERNland, a virtual theme park 
featuring games, multimedia applications and films:

http://www.cernland.net






